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A. Introduction
Brand rights as one part of Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) have an important function in
the world of trade , it not only becomes a differentiator
between similar goods and or services, but also
functions as a tool to win the competition in seizing
the consumer market. In addition, a brand that has
become a well-known brand also functions as a
company's goodwill and priceless assets
A brand that has become a famous brand has
become a mainstay of entrepreneurs in winning
increasingly fierce competition. That fact makes
famous brands become the target of counterfeiting and
abuse for those who have bad intention. As part of
IPR, brand rights are special rights. Special rights are
basically nature exclusive and monopoly that can only
be carried out by the rights owner, while others may
not be to use them without the permission of the
owner. [1]
Protection of famous brands is needed
because to make a brand become famous requires a lot
of time and money, such as advertising in various
mass media in many countries, registered in many
countries and licensed in many countries as well. To
make a brand become a well-known brand that is able
to show a guarantee of the quality or reputation of a
particular product, is not an easy task and requires a
long time and costs are not small. For example Coca
Cola , a soft drink brand from the United States takes
100 years, while Toyota and Mc.Donald each need 30
years and 40 years to become a famous brand. If a
brand has become well-known ( well-known) , will
make the brand as a high-value company wealth
( goodwill ). But the fame will lure other
manufacturers who run fraudulent business behavior
to hijack or imitate it. That is solely because it is
based on bad intentions to reap huge profits at the
expense of famous brand owners.[2]
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Famous brand licensing agreements are a means to take advantage of economic rights owned by brand owners.
To avoid Enggano Island is part of Bengkulu Province which has potential for intellectual property, the spread
of unique traditional knowledge and has its own characteristics can make economic opportunities for the
people of Enggano Island. With the development of the industrial revolution 4.0 that can no longer be
avoided it should be able to create positive opportunities for the Enggano people but the public does not yet
understand and have legal awareness in facing the Industrial Revolution 4.0 era. Therefore the formulation of
the problem to be examined looks at how to protect the traditional knowledge of the Bengkulu Enggano
community in the face of the 4.0 revolution era. The objectives to be achieved are to know and describe the
protection of traditional knowledge of the Enggano Bengkulu community. By using non-doctrinal research
types and approachesSocio-legal research is aimed at being able to explore and study how to protect
traditional knowledge on Enggano Island. The results showed that the Enggano community accepted the
industrial revolution 4.0 as a technological development today, but all of them had to remain in accordance
with the prevailing customs. However, there are no rules that regulate and there is still a lot of
unconsciousness of the community to protect intellectual property, therefore facing the 4.0 era, the Enggano
people need regulations that do not conflict with applicable customary rules.
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